Controlling spatial density and size of nanocrystals by two-step atomic layer deposition.
Two-step atomic layer deposition (ALD) is proposed in order to control both the spatial density and size of nanocrystals (NCs) via modulation of the nucleation rate during deposition. In this process, two different deposition conditions are sequentially used: a high nucleation rate condition for the formation of high density NCs and a low nucleation rate condition with a slow growth rate for the subsequent growth of pre-formed NCs. To control the nucleation rate of Ru during ALD, pulsing time and carrier flow rate of the Ru precursor are varied. By controlling those factors, both the film growth rate and a nucleation rate of Ru are decreased considerably. Two-step ALD of Ru NCs using the surface-saturated condition followed by the reduced condition allows for variation of the spatial density from 7.9 × 10(11) to 3.2 × 10(12) cm(-2) and variation of the average diameter from 1.9 to 3.3 nm.